Class II genes of miniature swine. IV. Characterization and expression of two allelic class II DQB cDNA clones.
Two cDNA clones coding for allelic miniature swine MHC class II Ag DQB chains have been isolated, characterized, and shown to be expressed after transfection into mouse fibroblasts. The two alleles differ at the nucleotide level by an overwhelming proportion of replacement substitutions, suggesting the influence of selection for polymorphism. Most of the resulting predicted amino acid replacements are in regions commonly polymorphic in mouse Ab and human DQB sequences, corresponding to the predicted Ag recognition site. Nucleotide and amino acid sequence comparisons to homologous mouse and human sequences show more similarity between swine and man than between either swine and mouse or man and mouse. This tendency is most pronounced when comparing the 3' untranslated regions. However, an examination of unique cross-species sharing of amino acid residues suggests a closer relationship between both man and miniature swine and man and mouse than between miniature swine and mouse. The simplest explanation we can envision for these findings is that the mouse DQB gene homologue (Ab) has been subject to a higher substitution rate than either swine or human DQB genes. An additional cytoplasmic exon expressed in mouse Ab gene products and in putative human DQB2 gene products is lacking in both swine and human DQB cDNA clones. Its absence suggests either that the expression of this exon in mouse Ab genes was activated after mammalian speciation or that the expression of this exon was independently inactivated in swine DQB and human DQB1 genes. Alternatively, the mouse Ab gene may be derived from the same primordial gene as human DQB2, whereas the pig DQB gene may be derived from the same primordial gene as the human DQB1 gene.